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PAINT &
PAPER LIBRARY

Paint & Paper Library was founded over twenty
years ago in London by interior designer David
Oliver.
Providing inspiration, colour expertise and
design ideas for interior decorators, architects
and specifiers worldwide, the company offers
a distinguished palette of 180 unique colours,
manufactured to exceptionally high standards in
the UK.

WALLS & TRIM
BLUE BLOOD
668
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PAINT

Found in some of the most prestigious properties
around the world, Paint & Paper Library paints are
credited with creating an unrivalled balance of
colour, mood and light in contemporary interiors.
‘Pure Flat Emulsion’ is the most matt decorative
paint available, giving a rich depth of colour and
perceptibly more character to walls.
The Architects’ paints are designed for all areas of
the modern home. Fully washable, these finishes do
not resort to the aesthetic compromise of a higher
sheen.
Paint & Paper Library also offers low VOC oil-based
paints; the choice of the professional given their
excellent flow, smooth surface and superior adhesion
to woodwork.

WALLS

GRENACHE
372

CEILING

LADY CHAR’S LILAC
368
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ENVIRONMENT

With creativity comes responsibility and with beauty
comes duty. This is why Paint & Paper Library makes
every effort to minimise its negative impact on both
the environment and health.
All the company’s paints are made by traditional
methods, use the highest quality eco-friendly
ingredients and meet the current regulations on
VOC solvent; formulated to make an impact on
your walls, not on the environment.

WALLS

STABLE GREEN
554

DETAIL
TEAL
622
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COLOURS

Some elements in a room, particularly ceilings and
woodwork, are frequently painted white through
habit or a lack of confidence.
Paint & Paper Library’s ‘Architectural Colours’ is
a simple system, using subtle variation in colour
strength to add depth and unite traditional
architectural elements. Arranged chromatically in
19 groups of five gradual shades, numbered I, II, III,
IV and V and ranging from light to dark, warm to
cool, each tone can be used either individually or in
effortless combination on ceilings, cornices, walls
and woodwork.

WALLS

PLIMSOLL
655
GEORGETOWN
309
WATTLE V
565

CEILING
WATTLE II
562
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COLOURS

(Cont.)

Occupying the lower section of the colour card, the
‘Original Colours’ can be used independently or as
part of the same scheme to add more depth, or to
provide accents or highlights, without disturbing an
overall sense of colour balance.
Whether decorating a stately home or simple
pied-à-terre, Paint & Paper Library’s paint colours
will assist everyone; experienced designers and
architects wishing to create stunning new interiors,
and discerning homeowners who are passionate
about using the very best in colour, finish and
quality.

WALLS

COPPER BEECH
314
EUPHORBIA
545

CEILING
CLAY I
501
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ARCHITECTURAL
COLOURS

A colour-by-number system, designed to provide
simple alternatives to white when decorating
different architectural features. A choice of 95
graduated shades, individually formulated using
different strengths of the same pigments to achieve
subtle shade differentiations within any interior.
Each colour is numbered I, II, III, IV or V, according
to its tonal weight. For example, Stone I is the
lightest, Stone III a mid-tone, and Stone V the
darkest shade in its family.
Combine the graduated tones of Porcelain I on
the ceiling, cornice in Porcelain II, Porcelain III
on the woodwork, Porcelain IV on the doors and
Porcelain V on the walls - in a mixture of Pure Flat
Emulsion, Architects’ Matt and Architects’ Eggshell
as required.

WALLS

PORCELAIN II
662
PORCELAIN V
665
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ORIGINAL
COLOURS

Maximum colour, minimum fuss! Inspired by
historical, traditional and contemporary interiors,
the ‘Original Colours’ palette encompasses 85
individual, versatile shades bursting with personality
and sophistication.
Combining ‘Original Colours’ and ‘Architectural
Colours’ makes it easy to design complementary
schemes within and from room to room.

WALLS
ERICA
346

TRIMS
MASQUE
105

TABLE

NEW BLACK
126
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CHOOSING
COLOURS

Understanding how colours ‘behave’ is one of the
most difficult aspects of decoration to get right.
It has a lot to do with ambient light, which is seldom
constant and will cause colours to appear to
change at different times of day. Overcoming this
variable is made easier with the use of 'Architectural
Colours' as the consistent pigmentation in each set
works in both artificial and natural lighting.
Before commencing any interior decoration project,
consider the amount and direction of light (natural
and artificial) as well as the architecture, purpose
and size of the room being decorated.
Also consider what part you wish the painted walls
to play in the story of that room – a plain backdrop
to a key piece of furniture or perhaps a painting?
Or might the walls themselves provide the drama in
a bolder, more confident shade?

WALLS

GRENACHE
372

CEILING

LADY CHAR’S LILAC
368
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CHOOSING
COLOURS (Cont.)

There are many ways to apply colour and it is
important to have some insight into the style you
wish to create before you begin. Paint & Paper
Library’s approach is very simple; colour schemes
generally fall into three types: Contrasting,
Monochromatic or Related.
The following pages are designed to help you to
identify the look you want to achieve, whether
that be the subtle sophistication of a clean and
contemporary interior with the use of Ice V, or a
stronger, more classical look with the juxtaposition
of darker woodwork and lighter walls.

WALLS
WATTLE V
565

HORNBLENDE
186

CEILING
WATTLE I
561
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SOFTLY
CONTRASTING

A combination of lighter walls and darker woodwork,
through the use of a subtle architectural palette,
creates a timeless sophistication.
The soft contrast achieved with ‘Architectural
Colours’ is ideal for a natural, restful interior whilst
retaining character and charm. Use Plaster V on
walls and combine with Plaster II for woodwork.
For a cooler ambience, use Ice I and Ice V or a
gradation of Lead colours.

WALLS

PLASTER V
405

WOODWORK
PLASTER II
402

DOOR
SPUR
608
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STRONGLY
CONTRASTING

When two bold, opposing colours are used together,
both can appear brighter and more intense than
they might in isolation.
This use of colour is an effective way to accentuate
a favourite colour, object, painting or architectural
detail.
It creates a feeling of light and space when a less
intense tone is used on the walls and a darker,
contrasting colour on the woodwork, e.g. try
Tarlatan woodwork with Slate II walls or juxtapose
stronger colours, such as Hunter Dunn and Muga.

WALLS

HUNTER DUNN
523
MUGA
445

WOODWORK
WATTLE V
565
WATTLE II
562
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MONOCHROMATIC
BLACK & WHITE

A dark neutral is used on walls and woodwork to
create a strong, clean, contemporary look - this
generates a sense of calm in a room, as well as
exaggerating its size, since there are no contrasts
to draw the eye, allowing other elements to become
the focus.
It forms an easy-to-update background for
furniture, fabrics, painting, and objects.
For a variation, try beautiful monochromatic
Architectural Colours such as Stone I-V, Slate I-V or
Sand I-V.

WALLS

PERSE GREY
141

CEILING

CLEAN WHITE
101
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MONOCHROMATIC
SINGLE COLOUR

Use one bold colour on walls and woodwork to
evoke an essence of confidence and clarity, beyond
that which can be achieved through stepped tones
or neutrals.
Monochromatic schemes are the perfect canvas for
contrasting statement pieces and soft furnishings.
Alternatively, for continuity, drama and impact,
combine tonal influences through lighting and
fabric.
'Architectural Colours': Slate II or Wattle IV
throughout.
'Original Colours': Blue Gum on walls and
woodwork.

WALLS &
WOODWORK
BLUE GUM
620
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RELATED

In related schemes, one dominant colour is used
with a calm companion and a supporting neutral on
the woodwork and ceiling.
This is effective for continuity when used enfilade, or
for reversing wall and woodwork colours in a suite
of adjacent rooms.
Given the level of consideration with which rooms
are furnished, related schemes are ideal for
identifying a series of colours to combine with
furniture and fabrics.
Some suggested related colour schemes are
Monument, Quail and Masque; Artichoke, Squid Ink
and Glass I; Rufus, Leather V and Leather II.
WALLS
ERICA
346

MONUMENT
151
QUAIL
154

WOODWORK
MASQUE
105
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PURE FLAT
EMULSION

ARCHITECTS’ MATT

A matt water-based emulsion paint with the
ultimate soft chalky finish. The high pigmentation
gives a profound depth of colour and makes this the
flattest emulsion available. The paint is also microporous, to allow the fabric of a building to breathe.

A high performance water-based alternative to Pure
Flat Emulsion. Completely washable matt emulsion
with excellent scuff and stain resistance. Suitable
for interior use. Use on interior walls for all rooms
including kitchens, bathrooms, hallways and areas of
high usage.

• Suitable for all interior plaster ceilings and walls
• Available in all colours

• Available in all colours

• Available in 5 Litres, 2.5 Litres, 750ml, 250ml
and 125ml Sample Pot

• Available in 5 Litres, 2.5 Litres and 750ml
• Covers up to 14 metres squared per litre

• Covers up to 14 metres squared per litre

• Low odour, environmentally-friendly with
minimal VOCs

• Low odour, environmentally-friendly with
minimal VOCs

• Pastel colours 3% sheen level, dark colours
5% sheen level

• 2% sheen level (dead flat)

• Washable

• Gently wipeable

• Quick-drying, re-coatable in 4 hrs

• Quick-drying, re-coatable in 4 hrs

• Safe for children’s rooms

• Interior use only

PLASTER II
402
PLASTER V
405
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BLUE GUM
620
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ARCHITECTS’
EGGSHELL

OIL EGGSHELL

A tough and durable water-based acrylic paint
suitable for all interior woodwork and walls,
especially for kitchens and bathrooms where
condensation may be problematic. Also suitable for
metalwork, furniture and conventional radiators.
Dries to a smooth low sheen.

A protective and durable low odour oil-based paint
that dries to an excellent smooth low sheen finish.
This tough, flexible and hard-wearing eggshell paint
is suitable for all interior & exterior woodwork,
metalwork, furniture and conventional radiators.

• Available in all colours

• Available in 2.5 Litres and 750ml

• Available in all colours

• Available in 2.5 Litres and 750ml

• Covers up to 16 metres square per litre

• Covers up to 12 metres squared per litre

• 15 - 20% sheen level

• Low odour, environmentally-friendly with
minimal VOCs

• Washable
• Surface dry in 4 hrs, re-coatable in 16 hrs

• 15% sheen level - almost flat

• Smooth tough finish

• Washable

• Preferred by professional decorators

• Quick-drying, re-coatable in 4 hrs
• Non-yellowing finish

COPPER BEECH
314
EUPHORBIA
545
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TEAL
622
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OIL GLOSS

UNDERCOATS
& PRIMERS
ARCHITECTS’ UNDERCOAT

A protective and durable low odour oil-based paint
that dries to a beautiful high sheen finish.
This traditional, flexible and hard-wearing gloss
paint is suitable for all interior & exterior woodwork,
metalwork, furniture and conventional radiators. The
high gloss finish of this paint makes it an excellent
choice for the decoration of front doors.

The perfect base for water-based Eggshell paint
where speed of application and low odour are the
prime considerations. For use on pre-painted or bare
wood and primed metals as the ideal preparation for
all water-based finishes.

• Available in all colours

• Available in 2.5 Litres and 750ml

• Available in 750ml

• Covers up to 14 metres squared per litre

• Covers up to 16 metres squared per litre

• Environmentally-friendly with minimal VOCs
and very low odour

• 85% sheen level (high gloss)
• Washable
• Surface dry in 4 hrs, re-coatable in 16 hrs

• Quick-drying, re-coatable in 4 hrs

OIL PRIMER UNDERCOAT
The ideal base for oil-based Eggshell and Gloss paints
where durability and protection are the prime
considerations. For use on pre-painted or bare wood
and metals as the perfect preparation for oil-based
finishes.
• Available in 750ml
• Covers up to 12 metres squared per litre
• Surface dry in 4 hrs, re-coatable in 16 hrs
• For interior or exterior use as required
• Natural oil penetrates and protects the wood

PLIMSOLL
655
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USAGE GUIDELINES
Please refer to the technical information chart below to ensure you choose the correct finish for
your project.
COVERAGE
M2 Litre

SHEEN %

VOC %

5 Litre, 2.5 Litre,
750ml, 250ml,
Sample Pot.

14

2%

<0.1%

Interior walls and ceilings for all rooms
including kitchens, hallways, utility and
children’s rooms and areas of high traffic.
Interior use only.

5 Litre
2.5 Litre
750ml

14

3-5%

<0.1%

ARCHITECTS’
EGGSHELL

Interior woodwork and walls, especially
kitchens and bathrooms. Also suitable for
metalwork, furniture and conventional
radiators. Interior use only.

2.5 Litre
750ml

12

15%

<0.5%

OIL EGGSHELL

Interior & exterior woodwork, metalwork,
furniture and conventional radiators.

2.5 Litre
750ml

16

15-20%

<19%

OIL GLOSS

Interior & exterior woodwork, metalwork,
furniture and conventional radiators.

750ml

16

85%

<28%

ARCHITECTS’
PRIMER
UNDERCOAT

Water-based system preparation for wood
and ferrous metal for all water-based
finishes.

2.5 Litre
750ml

14

5%

0.5%

OIL PRIMER
UNDERCOAT

Oil-based system preparation for wood and
750ml
ferrous metal for all oil-based finishes.

12

5%

19 %

FINISH

USE

AVAILABILITY

PURE FLAT
EMULSION

The flattest emulsion suitable for ceilings
and walls. Interior use only.

ARCHITECTS’
MATT

PAINT & PAPER LIBRARY
Wood Street, Manchester, M11 2FB. England.
mail@paintandpaperlibrary.com www.paintandpaperlibrary.com

VOC content determined as a percentage in the colour ‘Clean White’ in each case.

Mail Order & Trade Enquiries:
Tel: 0845 880 5844 (UK) Fax: 0845 880 5877 (UK)
Tel: +44 (0) 161 230 0882 (Europe) Fax: +44 (0) 161 223 3208 (Europe)

Disclaimer: Advice is given in good faith but without warranty as methods of application and site conditions are outside of our control.
© 2016 Paint & Paper Library. All rights reserved - no colour name, colour reference or any other portion of this document may be reproduced in any form without written consent from
Paint & Paper Library Limited. Paint & Paper Library is a registered trademark.
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sales@paintandpaperlibrary.com

www.paintandpaperlibrary.com

